Chapter 10

Legal Issues re. CLT Ownership

The CLT lease creates a distinctive legal framework within which the ownership interests of the CLT and the CLT homeowner are defined and the rights of the two parties are sorted out with regard to a particular piece of property. The structure involves a “fee interest” in the leased land held by the CLT, and a “leasehold interest” (or “leasehold estate”) held by the homeowner. In most cases the homeowner’s leasehold interest is accompanied by or includes deeded ownership of the house and other improvements on the leased land. This chapter addresses some legal and practical questions that may arise regarding the CLT ownership structure and that are likely to be of concern to CLTs and their attorneys. Also, regarding the nature of the restrictions normally imposed on the ownership rights of the CLT homeowner, see Chapter 8, “Implementing Restrictions on Ownership.” Regarding the enforceability of these restrictions, see Chapter 9, “Enforceability of the CLT’s Preemptive Right.”

Legality of Separation of Interests in Land and Buildings

With few exceptions, CLT leases provide for separate ownership of land and improvements. In a few jurisdictions, CLTs have been advised against using leases that provide for deeded ownership of the improvements by the ground lessee (see discussion below under “Leases that Do Not Separate Title to Improvements”). When it is possible, however, the preferred approach is for the ground lessee to have fee ownership of the improvements, which is usually conveyed with a deed. This approach is rooted in the philosophy that gave rise to the CLT model – a philosophy that views land as a finite resource in which all members of a community have a necessary interest, while viewing improvements as human products in which the particular individuals who produced or subsequently purchased them have a particular interest. And, for most CLT homebuyers, having a deed to a building conveys a stronger sense of ownership than is conveyed by having a leasehold interest in a building – even when the rights and monetary value conveyed by the two are more or less the same.

Though leases and deeds represent generally familiar concepts, the CLT’s separation of title to land and buildings is not a familiar practice for many people. Some may even argue that it is “legally impossible,” in spite of the fact that the practice is not unique to the CLT model and is relatively common in many other situations. As a general rule, there is no legal prohibition against the creation of separate ownership interests in a building and the underlying land. In fact, the horizontal division of what was once a single unit of real estate is no more difficult and causes no more confusion than the more common vertical division of a cornfield into the separate lots of a subdivision. In both situations, the owner of an estate in real property is simply selling a portion of her interest in that real property. She may divide her property along a horizontal, vertical, or inclined plane or in any manner according to her desire.

More specifically, it is clear that ownership interests in improvements can be transferred independently of the land on which they are located. Even parts of buildings, as in the case of a condominium, may be considered to be independent units of real estate and as such may be alienable. It is well established that ownership interests in improvements as between buyers and sellers of realty are determined by reference to the intentions of the parties, as might be
expressed in or inferred from a written agreement such as a purchase agreement or deed.  

Separation of ownership of land and buildings as between lessor and lessee is also a long-standing practice that modern-day courts have little trouble in upholding. In two tax cases where ownership of buildings separate from the underlying realty was disputed, the New York Court of Appeals has said: “...no doubt there is power by agreement to separate title,” and “...nor is there any reason in law or policy why there may not be a separate ownership of buildings apart from lands on which they rest .... nor is there any ground in the natural order which makes unworkable such a concept of separate ownership.”

In fact such separate ownership is quite common. Long-term commercial ground leases, for instance, are usually transactions in which the landlord leases unimproved real property which the tenant develops. Such leases frequently provide for the demolition of existing structures on the land and the erection of new ones, with title to the new buildings vesting in either the landlord or the tenant as provided by their agreement. Mobile homes located on leased mobile home park lots, where not considered to be personalty, provide another common example of separate ownership. Also, in many jurisdictions, condominiums may be built and owned on leased land.

**Removal of Improvements from Leased Land**

When the ownership of land and improvements is separated between ground lessor and ground lessee, the question of the lessee's right to remove the improvements from the leased premises is an important consideration for both parties. Community land trusts generally have a strong interest in seeing that improvements are not removed. A CLT that has developed affordable housing or otherwise improved land for the long-term benefit of the local community has a clear interest in seeing that the improvements are not removed from the CLT’s land and that the benefits provided by the improvements on that land are not lost to the community. To protect this interest, a CLT can, as a condition of the ground lease, prohibit the removal of improvements. The Model CLT Ground Lease contains such a prohibition (Section 7.1). Nonetheless, there may be situations in which a CLT has reason to allow the removal of at least certain improvements, and some CLTs have in fact entered into lease arrangements that allow removal. It is therefore relevant to review some of the consequences of a lessee's right of removal when such a right is allowed under a ground lease. 

One of the consequences of separation of ownership of land and improvements is that the two ownership interests can interfere with each other at the end of the lease term, making the timing of any removal an important consideration in the drafting of the lease agreement. Where the right of removal is provided but with no agreement as to time of removal, a number of states have adhered to the original common law rule that improvements must be removed before the expiration of the term or be forfeited. However, most states have evolved some exceptions in the face of the potential harshness of the rule. For example, if the length of the term is uncertain or if the lease is terminated prematurely (say, as the result of a default by the lessee), then a majority of the courts have allowed the lessee a “reasonable time” after termination to remove her improvements. Reasonable time is held to vary with the facts and circumstances of the case.

It should be noted that the Model Lease not only prohibits removal of the improvements but provides that title to the improvements shall revert to the CLT upon the termination of the lease (Section 7.7). In the event of such reversion, however, the Model provides for compensation to the lessee in the amount of the purchase option price as determined by the
formula set forth in the lease. Given this provision for compensation and given the difficulty and expense of moving and re-establishing a major structure on a new site, it is unlikely that a CLT lessee would want, or be able, to remove such a structure even if her lease permitted removal. Greater economic advantage would normally lie in selling rather than removing the structure.

Questions regarding removal are more likely to come up in connection with smaller improvements that are more readily movable and that may be moved independently of any major structures on the premises. If a CLT wishes to allow the removal of any such items, it should be careful to specify in the lease exactly what may be removed, under what conditions, during what period of time. In drafting these terms the CLT will of course be concerned with the effect of the removal of the improvement on the value and usefulness of the premises and remaining improvements.

**Definition of Improvements**

When titles to land and improvements are separated, it is obviously important that the exact nature of each party's ownership interest and the exact division of interests intended by the CLT be carefully defined. Two types of distinctions are important for the CLT in this regard.

First, it is important to distinguish between those things that are included as parts of the house and other permanent improvements owned by the lessee (collectively termed the “Home” in the Model Lease) and those things that remain a part of the premises owned by the CLT (the “Leased Land” in the Model Lease). Is the basement of a building included in the improvements? Are the pipes leading from the building to the street a part of the improvements or of the premises? Answers to questions such as these may affect various issues relating to liability and responsibility for repairs – though the Model Lease assigns to the homeowner (lessee) all liability and responsibility for repairs relating to both the Home (the improvements) and the Leased Land.

A second distinction must be made between those things owned by the lessee as improvements to the realty and other items owned by the lessee as personalty (personal property, as opposed to real estate). As noted above, a CLT ground lease normally prohibits or restricts the removal of improvements. It does not restrict the removal of personalty. Nor does the CLT have a preemptive option to purchase items owned by the lessee as personalty. Obviously it is important to distinguish clearly between the two types of lessee property. (This distinction can be blurred, however, in jurisdictions where the practice is to give the ground lessee a bill of sale, rather than a deed, for the improvements. Since a bill of sale is normally used to document the sale of personalty, and since personalty is normally assumed to be removable, it becomes especially important to define the improvements as specifically as possible and to explicitly prohibit their removal.)

CLTs may also be concerned with yet another distinction, involving a different, though closely related, definition of the term “improvement.” This is the distinction between “improvements” to an existing structure (which add value to the structure) and “repairs” (which renew or restore pre-existing value) – a distinction that has a bearing on some tax questions and that figures in some CLT resale formulas. An item classified as a repair in this sense (say, new siding replacing damaged siding) may still be classified as an improvement (or a part of an improvement) in the sense discussed above (it is neither removable personalty nor a part of the underlying land). The distinction between improvements and repairs is
discussed in Chapter 12 in connection with “resale formula design.” The discussion below is limited to the definition of improvements as distinct from the leased premises on the one hand and from the lessee's personalty on the other hand.

If the general term “improvements” (or the term “Home” as in the Model Lease) is used in a lease agreement instead of an itemization of particular improvements, then in certain circumstances a court may have to decide whether certain items are in fact improvements. A body of law has evolved defining what items are or are not improvements, but courts will first look to the context and contents of the lease in making their determination. If there is any question about whether certain items are or are not improvements, then the drafters of the lease should itemize.

The courts reveal virtually no disagreement as to whether buildings on permanent foundations should be classified as improvements. However, there are many other items that are less easily classified. Generally, the term “improvement” is not considered to include everything placed on land that is leased. Only those items of a permanent nature (excluding business trade fixtures) that are somehow annexed to the realty with an intention to make them part of the premises will be found to be improvements where the lease does not indicate otherwise. The ease or difficulty of removal of a disputed improvement is not necessarily the decisive test.

Items within buildings that have been held to comprise improvements include (to name a range of examples) structural alterations, stages, doors, locks, awnings, and (more generally) anything that renders the premises more available, profitable, or useful but that is not akin to personalty. Heating and air conditioning systems and their components have been held to constitute improvements. However, where these or similar items are not substantially attached to the premises (e.g., a window air conditioner) or where they are considered to be trade fixtures, they have not been classified as improvements.

Outside of buildings, drains and ditches are counted as improvements if they comprise lasting systems for carrying off surface water or for irrigating land. The preparation of land for agriculture and the preparation of land for building sites are generally considered to be improvements to the land, as are fences and sidewalks or driveways. Orchards have been held to be improvements, but most agricultural plantings of annual species would be viewed as impermanent personalty. The general rule is that improvements do not include those changes made merely for the temporary enjoyment of the present tenant. Accordingly, short-term fertilization of land is normally not considered to be an improvement, but lasting improvements of the soil may qualify.

Again, whenever questions can be raised as to whether certain items should be classified as improvements, the CLT ground lease should itemize and/or define improvements so as to answer the possible questions clearly. The particular items in question will vary depending on local circumstances and the goals of the particular CLT.

Leases that Do Not Separate Title to Improvements

In a few jurisdictions, attorneys have found reason to question the practicality, if not the legality, of separating title to improvements on land leased from a CLT. The obstacles in these cases have not been a matter of outright prohibition of separation. Rather, people who regularly deal with real estate transactions in these jurisdictions have found that applicable law and practice either do not clearly support the separation of title or may give rise to practical problems when it comes to recording title to, mortgaging, or taxing property where
land and buildings are separately owned.

In a few instances, attorneys in such jurisdictions have advised CLTs to use a lease that does not recognize separate, deeded ownership of the improvements, but does provide for the purchase of a long-term leasehold interest in the entire property (both land and improvements). The price paid for such a leasehold interest (or “leasehold estate”) need not differ from the price that a CLT homebuyer would otherwise pay for a fee interest in the improvements and a leasehold interest in the land. Nor do restrictions on the resale of such a leasehold interest need to differ from other CLT resale restrictions (though the language in which appraisal-based resale formulas are described may need to be modified). In fact, almost all of the rights, restrictions and obligations that the more common type of CLT lease establishes for lessee and lessor can also be established by a lease that does not provide for separate ownership of the improvements. CLTs taking this approach have had little trouble adapting the Model Lease to their circumstances.

It should also be noted that the mortgageable value of a leasehold estate is not affected, one way or the other, by separate ownership of the improvements – as evidenced by the following statement in FHA handbook 4150.1 (Chapter 6, Section 5, Leaseholds):

“The Leasehold Estate may consist of both the improvement and the land, although in most cases the improvement is purchased in fee simple, subject to ground rent.”

The methods by which leasehold estates are to be appraised, as prescribed by Fannie Mae and Rural Housing Services, as well as FHA, among others, do not treat the value of improvements separately from the value of the overall leasehold estate (see Chapter 20, “Financing CLT Homes.”

Property Taxation

Important questions relating to property taxes include (a) the question of whether separately owned land and improvements can be assessed and taxed separately, and (b) the question of whether the lessee (whether owning the improvements or not) can be required to pay the taxes on the CLT’s fee interest in the property. The answer to the first question is that separately owned land and improvements can be and are assessed and taxed separately in most states. The answer to the second question is that CLT lessees are, as a practical matter, obligated to pay the taxes on both their own and the CLT’s property – but not always in the same way. The current version of the Model Lease specifically assigns direct liability for taxes and assessments on both land and improvements to the lessee (Section 6.1). The earliest version of the Model Lease did not assign liability for taxes on the land to the lessee but, instead, added the cost of these taxes to the lease fee. (See Chapter 13, “Establishing and Collecting Fees,” for a discussion of the pros and cons of the two approaches.) Tenants have not traditionally been liable for property taxes due on leased land, so it is important that the CLT lease explicitly assign the obligation to pay this tax – directly or as a component of the lease fee – to the lessee. Tenants are customarily liable for taxes due on improvements that they make to, or own on, leased land; Nonetheless, the ground lease should explicitly assign responsibility for taxes on improvements as well as land to the lessee, as the Model Lease does.

Special assessments to cover the cost of public improvements such as streets and sidewalks have been held not to be included in the term “taxes,” so the lease should specify that the lessee is responsible for paying assessments as well as taxes. The Model Lease does so specify (Section 6.1).
Local practice varies greatly on what assessors are willing to do as a matter of administrative practice. In some tax jurisdictions it may be difficult, if not impossible, to get separate tax bills for land and improvements (or for leased fee and leasehold estate). The lack of separate bills need not be a problem, however, as long as responsibility for paying all taxes is assigned to the lessee. (The more important question of whether local assessors will recognize the effect of the lease on the assessed value of the property is discussed in Chapter 17, “Property Tax Assessments.”)

The interplay between assessment and due dates for taxes and lease term can be dealt with in the lease. Payment of taxes on a pro rata basis for the time covered by a lease is the usual resolution, and is the judicial rule in some jurisdictions.

If taxes are not paid by the responsible party, then the other party may wish to pay the tax to protect its interest in the property and hold the defaulting party indebted to it. The CLT may treat delinquent taxes owed by the lessee as delinquent rent and add them to the lease payments. Such a provision is contained in Section 6.4 of the Model Ground Lease.

**Owner Liability**

In the typical CLT arrangement (regardless of whether improvements are deeded to the lessee or not), the lessee-homeowner is subject to the same liabilities as any other homeowner. For purposes of determining liability, property law has traditionally regarded a long-term lease as it would a sale of the premises for the term of the lease. It is true that modern landlord-tenant law has made the landlord in a typical residential situation much more responsible for the condition of the premises and, in some situations and jurisdictions, has prohibited the landlord from shifting some risks to the tenant. Nevertheless, the 99-year lease arrangement that is typical of the CLT model should be viewed more in terms of traditional property law than in terms of modern, residential, consumer-oriented landlord-tenant law. Therefore, generally, the CLT as lessor probably should not be under any obligation to anyone for conditions that develop on the premises after the tenant is in possession.

However, the CLT would be obligated to disclose to the resident any concealed dangerous conditions in existence when possession is transferred of which it has knowledge. Also, the CLT may not be able to shift to the resident its liability to the public and adjoining landowners for certain dangerous defects, hazardous waste, and possibly other conditions that are the subject of specific statutes in a particular jurisdiction.

The Model Lease assigns “sole responsibility and liability” to the lessee/homeowner (Section 9.1) and requires the lessee to carry liability insurance and name the CLT as additional insured (Section 9.4). Given this fact and the approach to liability taken by traditional property law as described above, it is highly unlikely that a situation would arise in which the CLT could be held liable in a way not covered by the lessee’s insurance. Nonetheless, most CLTs have wanted to carry their own liability insurance covering whatever residual liability they might still bear with regard to their fee interest in the property. Many CLTs, however – especially those with smaller holdings – have not been able to find reasonably priced insurance to cover just this residual liability and have therefore been forced to choose between going without such insurance and purchasing expensive policies developed for conventional landlords. CLTs with larger holdings have been more successful in negotiating policies appropriately priced for their circumstances. (CLTs should be reminded that they will need to arrange full insurance coverage for any periods of time when they have exercised a purchase option and reacquired fee simple ownership of a property.)
Local Legal Counsel

The legal questions that arise from the creation of very long term leasehold estates and from the separation of ownership interests in buildings and land are not unique to the CLT. In fact, carefully drafted agreements, such as leases based on the Model CLT Lease, will usually be controlling whenever a question arises. Nonetheless, CLTs should consult with an experienced local real estate attorney in adapting the Model Lease for its own CLT homeownership program.
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